
1.The beautiful apartments next to the bank………………delivered to their owners recently.

had been are will be have been
2.English ……………since2007 by my mother, but she has never been to England so far.

was studying has been studied studied was studied
3.My bike ………..!I am going to call the police.

stole was stealing was being stolen has been stolen
4.For a long time, the planet Mars …………….to support some sort of life.

believed believing is believed was believed
5.I ………… him to drive more slowly, but he didn’t take any notice.

asked have asked was asked has been asked
6.This room ………… recently that’s why it looks more different.

has painted are painted has been painted are painting
7.Many different nationalities ………….all over the world.

has been existed are existed exist is existed
8.We believe that much money …………… to be spent on education

needs is needing is needed was needed
9.This house  in front of the bank …………..in 1925 that’s why it looks old.

was built built has built has been built
10.Do you know that Julia ………….. as one the best employees of the company?

is choosing has been chosen is going to choose was choosing
11.This winter is not very cold,………….?

isn’t it is it won’t it does it

12.You will let me know what they said to him,……………?

will you didn’t you didn’t they won’t you
13.Let’s go for a walk,…………..?

will you shall we won’t you don’t you
14.There is a lot of work to do today,…………?

is there isn’t there are there aren’t they
15.Nobody has eaten yet,……………?

has he haven’t they have they hasn’t he



16.Susan doesn’t like chicken,………………?

does Susan isn’t she does she is Susan
17.Hesam and Reza always try to boost my self-confidence by praising my teaching
method,………………?

do Hesam and Reza didn’t they don’t they will they
18.Do not talk to me whenever I am studying,……………?.

won’t you do you aren’t I will you
19.My father hardly plays football with us whenever he is free,…………..?

doesn’t he isn’t he is he does he
20.He said he had to be at their party that evening,……………..?

did he hadn’t he didn’t he had he
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1.have  been 6.has been
painted

11.is it 16.does she

2.has been
studied

7.exist 12.won’t
you

17.don’t they

3.has been
stolen

8.is  needed 13.shall we 18.will you

4.was believed 9.was built 14.isn’t
there

19.does he

5.asked 10.has been
chosen

15.have they 20.didn’t he


